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ABSTRACT

This paper presents Timed Petri Nets (TPN) as 
analytical approach for verification of computerize
queueing network simulation models at steady state. It
introduces a generic approach to decomposing a queu
network into separate and independent TPNs, e
representing a resource of specific type, such a
processing resource or a transporting resource.
decomposed TPN model enables a quick calculation of
resource expected utilization at steady state thus provid
a stick yard against which to verify its long run simulati
based utilization estimate.

A factorial experimental design frame is applied 
investigate the conditions and assumptions affecting 
accuracy of the TPN decomposition, as compared to 
simulation results. The relatively low differences obtain
between the numerical results of the two methods prov
evidence that this TPN technique can be used to ve
simulation models. Eventual flaws in the computeriz
simulation model can be detected through obser
discrepancies between the TPN based and the simula
results.

1 INTRODUCTION

An important and difficult task in any simulation project 
the validation and verification of the simulation mode
Validation is commonly defined as the process intended
substantiate that the conceptual simulation model, wit
its domain of applicability, is an accurate representation
the real world system it describes. The verification proc
seeks to determine that the computerized simulation mo
was built right and operates as intended. There is a 
literature on these topics [see e.g. Shannon (1981), Sa
(1991), Balci (1994)].

From an output analysis perspective, syste
simulation is typically classified into terminating or stea
state. While terminating simulations aim to estima
system parameters for periods well defined in terms
starting and ending conditions, steady state simulations 
to estimate system parameters as limits obtained 
547547
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infinite simulation time. Before reaching steady state
conditions when the system parameters attain stable va
the system behavior undergoes transition periods, 
reflect the initial system operating conditions (see e
Kelton 1989). In the analysis of such systems an impor
objective is to avoid bias in parameter estimatio
eventually introduced by data collected during transiti
periods. One among the many approaches to simula
verification is comparing simulation outputs wit
analytical results (Kleijnen 1995). In many simulatio
studies dealing with manufacturing systems or comput
and communication systems, the reality modeled by 
system simulation is represented by networks of queu
Hence, for simulation verification of such system
analytical approaches describing queueing networks may
be appropriate.

This article presents timed Petri nets as an analyt
approach for verification of computerized queuein
network simulation models at steady state. Timed P
Nets (TPN) were found useful for performance evaluat
of systems in general and manufacturing systems
particular but have been criticized as becoming too lar
cumbersome and time consuming when large number
products (entity types) and work stations (resource typ
are involved.

To overcome drawbacks such as the above, Tim
Petri Net models of some manufacturing queuei
networks were decomposed (see Barad 1994 and B
and Sinriech 1998). It has been proved that un
reasonably general conditions, comprising a giv
deterministic routing of discrete units through a system a
unlimited buffers, the decomposed Petri nets are able
assume valid modeling and performance evaluation ro
The TPN approach puts into evidence the flow realizat
along a variety of network paths and may consid
different network structures. The emphasis here is 
developing a generic approach to decomposing a queu
network into separate and independent TPNs, e
representing a specific resource type. Such a decomp
TPN model of a resource enables a quick calculation of
expected utilization at steady state thus providing a y
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stick against which to verify the long run simulation ba
utilization estimate of the same resource.

The paper is organized as follows; first, TPN mode
and results obtained for two TPN decomposition case
briefly summarized. Then, a generic decompos
method that builds on the analytical results of these c
is presented. A factorial experimental design fram
applied next, to investigate the conditions and assump
affecting the accuracy of the TPN decomposition
compared to simulation results. At the end of the p
some conclusions are drawn.

2 TIMED PETRI NET MODELING

A Petri Net is a graph  N=(T,P,A) where T is a set o
transitions (T1,T2,...,Tn), portrayed by bars, represent

instantaneous or primitive events, P is a set of place
(P1,P2,...,Pm), portrayed by circles, represent

conditions. I (T)  denotes the set of all input places
transition T. Similarly, O(T) denotes the set of all outp
places of transition T.  A is a set of directed arcs (T*P)
(P*T) derived through an incidence matrix C:

-1 for Pi ε  I(Tj)

Cij= +1 for Pi ε  O(Tj)

0 Otherwise

A 'marking' M of a Petri Net is a distribution of tokens 
markers) to the places of a Petri Net. A transition ca
'fired' (meaning the respective event occurs) if there 
least one marker in each of its input places (the nece
conditions for its occurrence are fulfilled). Following 
firing of a transition the number of tokens in 
corresponding input places is depleted by one.

To model time in TPN a positive number, s(P) or s
is associated to a to place P or to a transition T, desc
the occurrence of non-primitive events (with time gre
than zero). The approach that associates time with p
has been developed by Sifakis (1980). The delay ma
modeled either as a deterministic or as a stoch
variable. However, if a stochastic model is u
calculations will only consider the expected values.

Our approach uses Sifakis' version for timed Pe
Nets. Since most of the variables involved are stocha
by nature, the actual values are represented by t
respective expected values. The reciprocal of 
renewal-interval mean serves to estimate the aver
input flow of parts or disturbances, as in Whitt 198
This procedure can be considered adequate in the pre
548548
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context, since we are concerned with estimating expected
utilization at steady state (see also section 4) by their
respective expected values. The reciprocal of the
renewal-interval mean serves to estimate the averag
input flow of parts or disturbances, as in Whitt 1983.
This procedure can be considered adequate in the prese
context, since we are concerned with estimating expected
utilization at steady state (see also section 4).

The method is first illustrated in Fig. 1 that represen
a resource processing two part types. The arrival of p
type j, j=1,2  is respectively through Tj1 with input flow Ij.

Upon its arrival, a part of type j will eventually wait in
place Pj1 for the resource to be available, i.e. for a token 
be in place P0. When this happens, starting processing 
the part is enabled (transition Tj2 fires). During processing,
(whose duration is tj3 time units) a token resides in Pj3.

At the end of processing, transition Tj3 fires and the
resource becomes available, as marked by the return of
token to P0. As stated by Sifakis, given a Timed Petri Net b
its incidence matrix C, the net functions at its steady-sta

rate for a given flow vector I0 iff I 0 satisfies the equation:

CI0 = 0    (I0>0) (1)
and

 Js Q(0) = Js Z (C+) I0 (2)

where [Js] s=1,2,...,k is a generator of the set of solution

of (1), [Js C = 0], Z is the delay matrix and Q(0) is a vecto

representing the initial marking of the net.
Z is defined as a square diagonal matrix with elemen
Zij=zi i=1,2,...,m for i=j and zero otherwise.

(C+) is obtained by replacing the  '-1'  elements in th
incidence matrix C by zeros.

Intuitively, equations (1) and (2) can be respective
associated with conservation of flow and conservation 
tokens.

Applying equations (1) and (2) to calculate r, the TP
steady state utilization of the resource here, we obtain:

r = I1 t13 +I2 t23

Tj1 - part j arrival, j=1,2
Tj2 - start processing part j
Tj3 - end processing part j
P0 - resource available
Pj1 - part j waiting to be processed
Pj2 - part j is being processed
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P 1 1

P 2 1

P 0

P 1 3

P 2 3

T 1 1

T 1 2 T 1 3

(t 1 3 )

T 2 3

(t 2 3 )
T 2 1

T 2 2

I1

I2

I1
I1

I2I2

I1

I2

T11 T12 T13 T21 T22 T23

P11 1 -1
P13 1 -1
P21 1 -1
P23 1 -1
P0 -1 1 -1 1

Figure 1: A TPN of a Processing Resource Visited by Two Part Types and its Incidence Matrix
o
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2.1 Steady state resource utilization: two TPN
decomposition cases

Case 1: a TPN model of an n-part type network with M
processing stations is decomposed into M independent
TPNs, each representing a specific processing station. T
enables to deal separately with each station and thus
easily consider a variety of entering and exiting flows 
parts as well as eventual flows of disturbances and/or s
ups. The main result of this decomposition as proved
Barad, is summarized as follows; the total expected stea
state utilization rm at station m, m=1,2,...,M is the sum o

its expected utilization by each class of customers. Th
comprise the n-part types as determined by a giv
deterministic routing and eventual machine failures 
other disturbances including set-ups.

n
rm   = Σ r(m)

j + r(m)
f (3)

j=1

where r(m)
j and r(m)

f represent the respective

contributions of I0j, the input flow of part types j, and tha

of If , the input flow of disturbances, to the station
549549
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utilization rm; r(m)
j is defined for possible multiple visits

of part type j to station m as:
vj

r(m)
j = Σ t(m)

j,k R(m)
j,k I

0
j ,

k=1

for j=1,2,...,n, m=1,2,...,M (4)

where t(m)
j,k is the expected duration of operation k 

part j at station m and R(m)
j,k is the given routing of parts

to machine m; R(m)
j,k may assume a “0”or “1” value.

A similar equation defines r(m)
f as:

r(m)
f = t(m)

f * I f (5)

where t(m)
f  is the expected duration of the disturbanc

Similarly to multiple part types, multiple disturbance typ
representing failures and/or set-ups can be considered.
Provided the constraint rm<1 is satisfied for each

m=1,2,...,M, and all buffers are of unlimited size, eq. (3)
a valid expression of the TPN based expected steady 
utilization rm, of any processing station m, m=1,2,...,M 

the system.
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Simulation models of similar networks of operatio
can be verified by comparing simulation based estimate
the processing station utilization at steady state, with t
respective TPN based calculated utilization.

Case 2: the procedure is extended, to include Mate
Handling and Transportation Systems, here Autom
Guided Vehicles (AGVs) in Segmented Flow Topolo
(SFT) Systems (see Barad and Sinriech, 1998). The 
SFT denotes a network comprising one or more zo
each of which is separated into non-overlapping segm
with each segment serviced by a single AGV. Tran
buffers are located at both ends of each segment and 
as interface devices between the segments. Under 
conditions, the AGVs in the system are also modele
decomposed, independent TPNs. In contrast to
workstation (or an Input/Output station), that is located 
fixed node and is visited there by a part j, j=1,2,...,n, to
have an operation k, k=1,2,...,vj, carried out by the

workstation, an AGV has eventually to travel em
towards the place where the part requesting transpo
located and only then start transporting the part. When
has been accomplished, the AGV is bound to travel em
again. Hence, the travel of an AGV consists of em
travel and loaded (effective) travel. The TPN modeling
an AGV also necessitates assigning a waiting location t
AGV, denoted here its staging place.

The main result of the TPN decomposed model o
AGV consists in providing the proof and procedure 
calculating the total expected steady-state utilization rq of

AGV q, q=1,2,...,Q as a sum of its expected empty tr
utilization and its expected loaded travel utilization. As
case 1, eventual machine failures or other disturba
including set-ups can be considered. Equation (3) with
disturbances as adapted to AGV q now becomes:

n n
rq   = Σ r1(q)

j + Σ r2(q)
j (6)

j=1 j=1

where r1(q)
j and r2(q)

j respectively represent th

contributions of I0j, the input flow of part types j, to th

empty travel utilization and the loaded travel utilization of
AGV q. Given the transportation assignments of the AG
in the system, any part type unit is defined as a comp

of specific AGV trips. Hence, calculating r2(q)
j, the AGV

loaded travel utilization is equivalent to calculating r(m)
j in

case 1.
To estimate the expected empty travel utilization of an

AGV, Barad and Sinriech considered: z4-the expected

empty travel per trip of the AGV from a drop-off station
a new pick-up station; z5-the expected empty travel per tr

from a drop-off station to staging and z7-the expected

empty travel per trip from staging to a new pick-up sta
(see Fig. 2).
550550
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Based on the above, they proved that the AGV em
travel utilization can be approximated by the followin
equation:

r1(q)
j    =    t1(q)

j * I
0
j  ≅

[z4 r2(q) + (z5 + z7) (1- r2(q))] Nt j
(q) * I0j (7)

where t1(q)
j is the expected empty travel duration of AG

q per type j unit and Ntj
(q) is  the number of its trips pe

type j unit.
To estimate z4, z5 and z7, a conditional approach

formulated in equation (8) was adopted. Its essence
explained below.

z4 is first conditionally estimated as the empty trav
duration between a given last drop-off station, say D, an
given next pick-up station, say P, and is denoted z4|(D,P).

Then, by averaging z4|(D,P) over all possible next pick-up
stations P, P=1,2,...,MP, the condition ‘given P’ is removed

yielding z4|D the expected empty travel duration between

and any next pick-up station. By averaging z4|D over all
possible last drop-off stations D, D=1,2,...,MD, the condition
‘given D’ is also removed, yielding the unconditioned z4.

These averages are calculated using  flow-weighted
means of the travel durations between station D and eac
the pick-up stations in the segment. The rationale is that 
not known in advance which station, among all pick-
stations in the segment, will initiate the next call. Thus, 
weight vP that is assigned to pick-up station P, represe
the expected flow requirements at station P, normalize
with respect to the expected flow requirements at all pick-up
stations (∑vP=1). Similarly, the weight wD that is assigned
to  drop-off station D, represents the expected flow
requirements at station D, normalized  with respect to 
expected flow requirements at all drop-off stations

(∑wD =1).

The calculations of z5 and z7 are driven by a rationale
similar to the above. First, the conditional value of z5 upon
a given drop-off station D, z5|D, and the conditional value
of z7 upon a given pick-up station P, z7|P, are calculated.
Then, their respective unconditional values (z5 and z7) are
obtained as flow-weighted means of the conditional values

MD MP

z4   = Σ z4|D    = Σ z4 ©(D,P);
D=1 P=1

MD MP

z5  = Σ z5|D; z7   = Σ z7|P
D=1 P=1 (8)
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This decomposed TPN model of an AGV enabl
calculating its expected utilization at steady state (load
travel and empty travel), against which to verify the long r
simulation based estimate of an AGV in an SFT System.
-up
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 T3

T4

T5

T6

T7

T8

T9 T2
 T1

z4

z5

z7

T1 - call arrival for new pick-up P8 - call is waiting for AGV
T2 - start new loaded travel P3 - AGV free at last drop-off location
T3 - last loaded travel completed P4 - empty travel from last drop-off to new pick
T4, T7 - start moving to new pick-up P5 - empty travel from last drop-off to staging
T5 - start moving towards staging P0 - AGV at staging
T6 - staging reached P7 - empty travel from staging to new pick-up
T8, T9 - new pick-up reached P9 - AGV ready to start loaded travel

Figure 2: A partial TPN of an AGV Focusing on its Empty Travel
3  THE GENERIC DECOMPOSITION MODEL

To integrate the results of the two decomposition mod
into a generic approach we define the elements of the
decomposed systems, the resource utilization components
stemming from the network structure and discuss 
modeling assumptions.

3.1 The system elements: resources and entities

The resources here are of two types: fixed-location a
moveable resources. Typically, modeling the TP
decomposition of a moveable resource is a more comp
task than it is to model the decomposition of a fix
location resource. To verify a simulation based utilizati
estimate of a moveable resource, beside its loaded tr
duration, a TPN based modeling of its empty travel
duration is necessary. Common modeling features of 
ls

e

nd

lex
d
n
vel

he

resources here: both types serve multiple customers (part
types) and are subjected to disturbances.

Entities are also of two types: physical (parts) and
logical (failures and set-ups). A part type here is defined as
a composite of specific operations to be performed by
processing resources in the system in a predetermined
order. As a disturbance may take hold of a resource
regardless of its location, in principle modeling of
disturbances here is the same for fixed location resources
and for moveable resources. Two versions, A and B, of
modeling failures (disturbances) were considered in Barad.
According to version A, after its repair the resource
becomes free. This implies that the part, whose processing
(inspection or transfer) had been interrupted by the
machine failure, has been discarded. In version B, instead
of discarding the part whose processing was interrupted by
the failure's arrival, after repair the resource resumes its
interrupted activity. Since it is not possible to keep track of
11
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al
the remaining processing time, a preemptive rep
assumption was applied there. Equation (5) here ma
adapted to both versions: r(m)

f
 = (t(m)

f
+t(m)

d
)If, where t(m)

d

may represent some additional activity to be performed
the resource, as a result of the interruption such
repeating the interrupted processing activity. Assignin
zero value to t(m)

d
 makes the equation compatible w

version A.

3.2 Network structure and utilization components of a
decomposed TPN

In each of the two cases above it has been proved tha
utilization of a decomposed TPN can be calculated
summing up the respective contributions of the vari
utilization components representing mutually exclus
states of the modeled resource. This is illustrated in Fig
1 and 2.

In Fig.1 describing a processing resource there are
utilization components: the two part types. It has b
proved that any number of part types can be consid
and that processing of a part can be further decomp
into the various visits of each part type. Disturbances
be modeled as additional classes of components, altog
contributing to the total utilization of the decomposed T
as formulated in eq. (1).

The utilization of any moveable resource is mode
by separating it into loaded and empty utilizati
components. As seen in Fig.2, the empty tra
contribution to the AGV utilization is further split  into tw
components. One component represents the empty 
while traveling towards a next pick-up station (z4). The
other component represents the empty AGV w
traveling towards staging (z5) and from there eventually t
a next drop-off station (z7). These components respective
express the flow of part calls that find the AGV at stag
(available) and those that find it while transporting ano
part (not available). Both, are solely relevant to the empty
travel utilization of an AGV and as such are used in eq.

3.3 TPN decomposition assumptions

The main assumption here is free flow of all entities in the
system. To achieve this condition the total utilization
each resource should be less than 1 and unlimited b
space should be provided. To estimate the empty tr
utilization of an AGV, a general principle of free flo
preservation expressed here by the TPN theories is ap
namely, that in the long run the flow at a drop-
processing station equals the flow exiting it.

When some resources in a queueing network 
operated at persistently high utilization levels (even tho
below 1) typically, flows tend to be temporarily obstruct
Under these conditions very long simulation runs may
needed to achieve steady state and differences bet
552552
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simulation based and TPN based results may occu
Typically, in this situation the simulation might under
estimate the utilization level of some resources and th
more valid estimate will be the TPN based estimate.

The closeness of results between the TPN based a
the simulation based estimates may be also affected b
other operating conditions such as the statistica
distributions, and eventually by the queue discipline.

4 THE EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

To methodically examine the accuracy of the propose
simulation verification method, a multi-factor simulation
experiment of the system that was described in Barad an
Sinriech has been carried out.

The effects of four factors were investigated:

1. The planned utilization of the resources (two levels).

2. The inter-arrival statistical distributions with four
levels (Exponential, Erlang, Uniform and Normal); the
coefficient of variance of these distributions varied
from 0.07 to 1.

3. The generating seeds of Siman software (three levels
As we deemed that some bias might be introduced b
the seeds used to generate the input values of th
statistical distributions, we randomly selected three
specific seeds, namely, #1, #2 and #5, from amon
Siman’s ten regular seeds. The seeds played the role 
blocks, i.e.  represented homogeneous experiment
environment.

4. The queue discipline with two levels (FCFS, SPT).
This factor was only investigated with respect to the
processing resources.

The dependent variable expressing the experiment
results has been defined as the difference between t
steady state simulation based estimate and its counterp
TPN based utilization estimate, normalized with respect t
the TPN based estimate.

We separately analyzed the results of three resourc
in the system: two moveable resources (Automated Guide
Vehicles) -AGV1 and AGV2- and one of the processing
resources -station 4- that was randomly selected out of th
six such resources in the system. Under the operatin
conditions there, the TPN based utilization levels were
AGV1 - 0.500, AGV2 - 0.650 and Station 4 - 0.750. In our
planned experiment these represented the low utilizatio
levels. To avoid reaching operating conditions impeding
free flow, we limited the utilization level of all resources in
the experiment to 0.9. Thus, the high utilization level of the
most heavily loaded resource in the system, here station 
became 0.9. To achieve that we decreased the inter-arriv
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mean by a factor of 1.2. This way the high level TPN ba
utilization of the three investigated resources respectiv
became 0.6. 0.78 and 0.9.

We used Siman V and the ARENA framework 
analyze the results. The run lengths were 5760 minutes
the ARENA output processor served to identify the stea
state period and discard the transient periods’ results. 
total number of runs for AGV1 and AGV2 were 24, whic
allowed to perform an analysis of variance that took in
account the main effects of the first three factors and th
two factor interactions. The total number of runs for t
processing station was 48, allowing to test the main effe
of the four factors (including the queue discipline) a
their two factor interactions.

Following are the separate results regarding the th
resources;

1. The accuracy in estimating the utilization of AGV
the least loaded resource, was not significan
affected by any of the investigated factors. It is to 
recalled that the low and high utilization levels 
AGV1 were respectively 0.5 and 0.6. The over
accuracy was 0.2%.

2. A different result was obtained for AGV2 that wa
operated at a low utilization level of 0.65 and at a h
utilization level of 0.78. Here the increase in th
utilization level significantly increased the differenc
(decreased the accuracy) between the simulation 
the TPN results: from 1.6%, at 0.65 utilization to 2.9
at 0.78 utilization. It seems interesting to note that 
accuracy was also significantly affected by t
different seeds (#1, #2 and #5) as well as by 
interaction between the seeds and the distribution ty

3. Increasing the utilization level of the processin
resource (station 4) from 0.75 to 0.9, did n
significantly affect the accuracy of the TPN metho
Presumably, for the system here, level 0.75 is in 
same class as level 0.9. Here too the accuracy of
results was significantly affected by the seeds and a
by their interaction with the distribution type. It is t
be noted that the length of the transient periods
identified through the ARENA output processor, we
different at lower and higher traffic. At lower traffic
the transient period durations were about 400 minu
while at higher traffic they varied between 70
minutes (for Uniform and Normal distributions whos
respective Coefficient of Variance was 0.25 and 0.0
and over 1000 minutes for the Exponential and 
Erlang distribution (with 0.5 Coefficient of Variance).
553553
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5 CONCLUSIONS

The accuracy obtained for the currently simulated syst
varied from 0.2% at lower traffic, to about 2.9% at high
traffic. Lower traffic may be roughly defined here as 
utilization level below 0.6, while higher traffic, that stil
flows freely, as a utilization level above 0.75 but n
exceeding 0.9.

Additional experimentation with different resourc
types under various operating conditions is necessa
However, the relatively low differences obtained he
between the numerical results of the two methods prov
evidence that the TPN technique can be used to ve
simulation models. Eventual flaws in the computeriz
simulation model can be detected through observ
discrepancies between the TPN based and the simula
results.

An important advantage of the proposed method is
easiness of use. Also, the method imposes no restrict
on the size of the network to be decomposed nor on 
statistical distributions selected to model the stochas
variables in the simulated system.
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